CALL FOR PRESENTATION PROPOSALS
Institute for Law Teaching and Learning Summer Conference
“Teaching Today’s Law Students”
June 3-5, 2019
Washburn University School of Law
Topeka, Kansas
The Institute for Law Teaching and Learning invites proposals for conference workshops
addressing the many ways that law professors and administrators are reaching today’s
law students. With the ever-changing and heterogeneous nature of law students, this
topic has taken on increased urgency for professors thinking about effective teaching
strategies.
The conference theme is intentionally broad and is designed to encompass a wide variety
of topics – neuroscientific approaches to effective teaching; generational research about
current law students; effective use of technology in the classroom; teaching firstgeneration college students; classroom behavior in the current political climate; academic
approaches to less prepared students; fostering qualities such as growth mindset,
resilience, and emotional intelligence in students; or techniques for providing effective
formative feedback to students.
Accordingly, the Institute invites proposals for 60-minute workshops consistent with a
broad interpretation of the conference theme. Each workshop should include materials
that participants can use during the workshop and when they return to their campuses.
Presenters should model effective teaching methods by actively engaging the workshop
participants. The Institute Co-Directors are glad to work with anyone who would like
advice on designing their presentations to be interactive.
To be considered for the conference, proposals should be one page (maximum), singlespaced, and include the following information:
• The title of the workshop;
• The name, address, telephone number, and email address of the presenter(s); and
• A summary of the contents of the workshop, including its goals and methods; and
• A description of the techniques the presenter will use to engage workshop
participants and make the workshop interactive.
The proposal deadline is February 15, 2019. Submit proposals via email to Professor
Emily Grant, Co-Director, Institute for Law Teaching and Learning, at
emily.grant@washburn.edu.

